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INTRODUCTION
Let f (z) be a GL(2) automorphic function with respect to 1=SL(2, Z)
defined on the usual upper half plane H. Then f has a Fourier expansion
f (z)= :

n=&
an( y) e2?ix (0.1)
where z=x+iy # H.
Let E(z, s), (z # H, s # C) be the standard non-holomorphic Eisenstein
series, defined for Re s>1 by
E(z, s)= :
# # 1"1
Is(#z)= 12 y
s :
c, d # Z
(c, d )=1
|cz+d | &2s (0.2)
where Is(z)= ys for z=x+iy.
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Let d+=dx dyy2 be the Haar measure on H. The following is the typi-
cal ‘‘unfolding’’ trick
|
1"H
F(z) E(z, s) d+=|
1"H
F(z)(Im z)s d+
=|

0
|
1
0
F(x+iy) dx ys&2 dy
=|

0
a0( y) ys&2 dy (0.3)
where Re s>1. To obtain the absolute convergence for (0.3), we have to
assume that F(z) is sufficiently small as z  . In this way we conclude
that the integral
L(F, s)=|

0
a0( y) ys&2 dy (0.4)
has a meromorphic continuation to the whole complex plane and has a
functional equation, simply because E(z, s) has the analytic continuation
and the functional equation.
The above argument is the ‘‘RankinSelberg’’ method in the classical
SL(2, Z) setting. Since then, this method has been studied in greater
generality. It becomes a primary technique to find the analytic continuation
and functional equations of various kinds of automorphic L-functions.
Note that the integrals defined as in (0.3) is only well defined for functions
of rapid decay, such as cusp forms. In 1981 Zagier [3] extended the
RankinSelberg method for the automorphic functions which are not of
rapid decay. In recent years, Zagier’s idea has been used in researches
involving metaplectic Eisenstein series, see [2], [1], since these metaplectic
Eisenstein series has interesting L-series such as Hecke L-series as its
Fourier coefficients. As the theory of metaplectic Eisenstein series develops,
the RankinSelberg method for functions not of rapid decay will have more
and more applications.
Zagier proved his theorem using truncated fundamental domain. In this
work, we give a somewhat simpler proof of Zagier’s theorem. As it has less
geometric considerations, this proof will help us to have a better under-
standing of this method in more generality. It is usually harder to handle
the truncated fundamental domain in other settings. Thus it will have
applications of greater interest.
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SECTION 1
Theorem. Let F(z) be a continuous SL(2, Z) invariant function on H
with the Fourier expansion
F(z)= :

n=&
an ( y) e2?inx (z=x+iy # H) (1.1)
and suppose that
F(z)=( y)+O( y&N) (\N) as y=Im(z)   (1.2)
where ( y) is a function of the form
( y)= :
l
i=1
Ci
ni !
y:i logni y (Ci , :i # C, ni # Z0) (1.3)
Define RankinSelberg transformation of F by
R(F, s)=|

0
(a0( y)&( y)) ys&2 dy (Re(s)>>0)
= ||
1"H
(F(z)&( y)) ys d+ (1.4)
then R(F, s) can be meromorphically continued to all s, the only possible
poles being at s=0, 1, :i , 1&:i and \2 (\=non-trivial zero of the Riemann
zeta function) and satisfies the functional equation
R*(F, s)=‘*(2s) R(F, s)=R*(F, 1&s) (1.5)
where ‘*(s)=?&s2 1(s2) ‘(s).
Proof. We denote the standard fundamental domain by D.
D=[z # H | |z|1, |x| 12].
Then the vertical strip
1"H={x+iy # C }&12 x
1
2
, y>0=
can be written as
1"H= .
# # 1"1
#D.
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Thus, we have
R(F, s)=|

0
(a0( y)&( y)) ys&2 dy (Re s>>0)
= ||
1"H
[F(z)&( y)] ys d+
= || [F(z)&( y)] ys d+ (1.6)
.
# # 1"1
#D
Now let us try to fold up the integral. Note that the constant term of
E*(z, s)=‘*(2s) E(z, s)=‘*(2s) :
# # 1"1
Is(#z) (1.7)
is
e( y, s)=‘*(2s) ys+‘*(2s&1) y1&s (1.8)
Thus E*(z, s)&‘*(2s) ys is of slow decay when Re s is sufficiently large.
Further, we observe that
E*(z, s)&‘*(2s) ys=‘*(2s) :
# # 1"1
#{I
Is(#z) (1.9)
Thus
‘*(2s) R(F, s)=‘*(2s) || [F(z)&( y)] ys d+
.
# # 1"1
#{I
#D
+‘*(2s) ||
D
[F(z)&( y)] ys d+
=I1+I2 (1.10)
where I1 is the first integral and I2 is the second integral. Now separating
I1 and folding up the integral involving F(z), we have
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I1=‘*(2s) || F(z) ys d+&‘*(2s) || ( y) ys d+
.
# # 1"1
#{I
#D .
# # 1"1
#{I
#D
=‘*(2s) ||
D
F(z) [E(z, s)& ys] d+&‘*(2s) || ( y) ys d+ (1.11)
.
# # 1"1
#{I
#D
For s sufficiently large, E(z, s)& ys is of slow decay, and ( y) has the form
as in (1.3). Thus both integrals on the right side of (1.11) converge for s
sufficiently large. Now let us add one term to the first integral in (1.11) so
that it has a functional equation, we have
I1=||
D
F(z) [‘*(2s) E(z, s)&e( y, s)] d++||
D
F(z) ‘*(2s&1) y1&s d+
&‘*(2s) || ( y) ys d+
.
# # 1"1
#{I
#D
=IF (s)+||
D
F(z) ‘*(2s&1) y1&s d+&‘*(2s) || ( y) ys d+ (1.12)
.
# # 1"1
#{I
#D
where we introduced the notation IF (s) for the first integral in (1.12). By
the way, since the Eisenstein series part of the integrand of IF (s) is of rapid
decay, IF (s) has the analytic continuation to all s and satisfies the func-
tional equation IF (s)=IF (1&s).
Now it is clear that
||
D
( y) ‘*(2s&1) y1&s d+ (1.13)
converges for s sufficiently large. Subtracting it from the second integral in
(1.12), we may write
I1=IF (s)+||
D
[F(z)&( y)] ‘*(2s&1) y1&s d+
+||
D
( y) ‘*(2s&1) y1&s d+&‘*(2s) || ( y) ys d+ (1.14)
.
# # 1"1
#{I
#D
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Combining (1.14) and (1.10), we have
‘*(2s) R(F, s)=IF (s)+||
D
[F(z)&( y)] ‘*(2s&1) y1&s d+
+||
D
( y) ‘*(2s&1) y1&s d+
&‘*(2s) || ( y) ys d++‘*(2s) ||
D
[F(z)&( y)] ys d+
.
# # 1"1
#{I
#D
=IF (s)+IF,  (s)+I(s) (1.15)
where IF, (s) is the sum of the second and the fifth integral and I(s) is the
sum of the third and the fourth integral. Note that IF, (s)=D [F(z)&
( y)] e( y, s) d+ has a meromorphic continuation to all s, and satisfy the
functional equation IF, (s)=IF, (1&s).
To check that
I(s)=‘*(2s&1) ||
D
( y) y1&s d+&‘*(2s) || ( y) ys d+ (1.16)
.
# # 1"1
#{I
#D
has the meromorphic continuation and the functional equation, we only
need to point out that for ( y) of the form as in (1.3), the meromorphic
continuation of the integral
‘*(2s&1) ||
D
( y) y1&s d+ (1.17)
which converges for Re s sufficiently large, equals to the meromorphic con-
tinuation of
&‘*(2s&1) || ( y) y1&s d+. (1.18)
.
# # 1"1
#{I
#D
which converges for Re s sufficiently small. Thus we have I(s)=I(1&s)
for all s # C. To obtain the claims about the poles, we simply combine (1.3),
(1.15) and (1.16). This completes the proof of the theorem.
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